


Discover joys and challenges of everyday life with little Jenny!

This richly illustrated series will introduce 1–3-year-old children to a variety of typical in the
youngest readers’ life, new or challenging situations: from getting ready to bed or catching a
cold to having a picnic and welcoming new siblings!

• Large and funny illustrations clearly depicting emotions

• Books that introduce daily activities important in the youngest readers’ life

• Series include stories, activity books and a memory game

WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ ILLUSTRATED BY AGATA ŁUKSZA

AGE: 1+
PADDED COVER
PAGES: 24
190 X 190 MM

16 TITLES
IN THE SERIES

BESTSELLING
SERIES

OVER 600,000
COPIES SOLD!
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AGE: 1+
PAPPERBACK

PAGES: 24 + STICKERS
190 X 190 MM

The memory game

Jenny Knotty loves to play with her brother
and her parents. Now you can join them!
Your task is to remember the pictures and
match them in pairs. The game guarantees
great fun and helps to develop children’s
memory, imagination and perceptiveness.

AGE: 2+
10-20 MINS
1-4 PLAYERS
BOX: 195x155x40 MM

WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ ILLUSTRATED BY AGATA ŁUKSZA
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Check out our new search and find activity book and help Jenny to find
her beloved toy sloth! Great fun guaranteed!

The set of activity books (going shopping, on the playground and in the
forest) is dedicated to all fans of the Jenny Knotty series. Each book
includes easy and absorbing activities.

AGE: 2+
BOARDBOOK
PAGES: 16
205 X 250 MM



Stan, Jenny’s older brother, discovers the amazing world of a preschooler! He is
curious and ready for everyday life adventures. Each book deals with a

different situation such as going to a doctor, getting a puppy, moving to a new
house or spending a night in a tent.

• Richly illustrated series about children’s everyday life

• Topics relatable to preschooler's life

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
195X 240 MM
RIGHTS SOLD: SLOVAK

10 TITLES
IN THE SERIES

WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ ILLUSTRATED BY AGATA ŁUKSZA

BESTSELLING
SERIES

ALMOST 200,000
COPIES SOLD!
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Julie   Johnny&

• Stories that help children to deal with their emotions and relationships.
Also, to overcome their fears or everyday life struggles.

• In each book there is a note from a psychologist or a pedagogue that
addresses parents and gives hints on how to approach topics introduced
by the author.

AGE: 3+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
190 x 190 MM

ILLUSTRATED BY KAROLINA KRAKOWIECKA

WRITTEN BY KASIA KELER FI
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Matt & Leo, sibling dragons, encounter and undertake great childhood
challenges and adventures!

Going to a playground, riding a bike or reading – Matt & Leo will show you
how to do it together! Thanks to its simple text and storyline, with lovely
illustrations, this board book series will help children to understand the
surrounding world, their emotions and various everyday life situations!

• Board books ideal for young readers

• Dragons as main characters

• Topics related to child’s everyday life

AGE: 1+
BOARDBOOK
PAGES: 24
190 X 190 MM

WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA WIERZBICKA ILLUSTRATED BY AGATA PAULINA KMAK
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Kazio gets his own bedroom! It is pure joy until the troubles begin:

Kazio’s new room is already inhabited by… Little Messy.

It seems absolutely impossible to keep the room tidy.

Hopefully, dad and mum shows Kazio how to clean it up.

Who knows, maybe Little Messy will find another home to live in?

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
195X 240 MM

ILLUSTRATED BY KATHARINA KOZAK

WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA PRUSZKOWSKA-SOKALLA
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• An unobtrusive way to talk about keeping your room clean

• Everyday chores shown in a humorous way



Meet KIWI, our superhero!

A funny and rhyming story about this little bird proves that being a hero does not require any
extraordinary skills or powers.

Kiwi is always there for his friends when they are in need. Even when they struggle with their
greatest fears – the dark, shadows or storms - Captain Kiwi is there to help them! Guess what
happens when it is Kiwi who needs help? He finds the courage to make his dream come true!

Kiwi is also a specialist in savoir-vivre! During a party he shows

other birds good manners. It is a useful and amusing lesson!

Nobody could do this in a more easy-going and funny way.

• Important topics explained in the easiest way

• Simple and funny illustrations

• Rhyming and catchy text

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
250 x 290 MM
RIGHTS SOLD: GERMAN

WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ ILLUSTRATED BY AGATA DOBKOWSKA
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A book about the greatest heroes – DADS!

They know the answers to all our questions and they solve all sorts of problems… the thing is,
they often do it in their own way.

In this book you will find stories about some of these unusual ways and their unpredictable
effects in everyday life of children and their superdads. It is a perfect book for family reading
(not just on Father’s Day!) that shows the uniqueness of our fathers. Each dad has his own
special power of changing everyday life routine into a great adventure.

• A perfect proposition for strengthening the bond between

the father and the children

• Humorous (nevertheless, so real…) stories about the fatherhoodAGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
250 x 290 MM

WRITTEN BY LESZEK TALKO ILLUSTRATED BY ŁUKASZ SILSKI FI
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It is a collection of 35 short tales which are perfect for children’s relaxation. They
work well as bedtime stories thanks to the fact that each of the characters falls
asleep at the end.

• There are instructions for parents added to each of the story where they can
find varied activities ideas, e.g. how to engage very young children to make
them stay focus during the whole story

• Questions for children encouraging them to talk about their emotions and to
learn how to manage difficult emotional situations

• Three structures of the fairy tales: auditorial, visual and sensorial to engage in
the relaxation process

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 80
265 x 235 MM

WRITTEN BY IZABELA MICHTA ILLUSTRATED BY ROKSANA BARWIŃSKA
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The book contains of several stories that help children with understanding and
managing their emotions. Each of the fairy tale characters, who are
preschoolers, struggles with their own emotions.

• The book consists of a few separate stories which describe typical situation
in a group of preschoolers

• Delightful characters – colorful insects living in a meadow (the
preschoolers) and a good fairy (a teacher) – make it easier for children to
identify with the situations in the stories

• A big advantage of the stories is that parents can find
simple activities ideas to help their children manage
different real-life situations – they were written by an
experienced psychologist

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER

PAGES: 48
210 x 250 MM

WRITTEN BY AGNIESZKA TYSZKA ILLUSTRATED BY MAJA GRACZYK
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First day in a kindergarten is very special in children’s life. New friends, new places and new
activities – it is quite a lot for such a young person! How can you prepare your child for this
new experience and help in kindergarten adaptation? This series contains all the information
that a preschooler needs to know!

• Perfect support in kindergarten adaptation

• Rich and clear illustrations

• An activity book as an addition to the series

AGE: 3+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
210 x 250 MM

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER

PAGES: 48
210 x 250 MM

See also
"School is cool"

for older children:

WRITTEN BY ANNA KORYCIŃSKA
ILLUSTRATED BY MAŁGORZATA DETNER

& PATRYCJA GRZEŚKOWIAK
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Today is a Cool Guys’ Day in the kindergarten! It is time for the children’s
performance. What talents will they show? Be sure that each of them will
demonstrate a whole variety of gifts. All children are awesome!

• Funny, rhyming text

• Introduction to the topic of respect towards the others and the value of
differences among individual talents

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
250 x 290 MM

WRITTEN BY AGATA WIDZOWSKA ILLUSTRATED BY AGNIESZKA MATZ
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These books combine educational values with stories about personified elements of
nature. They introduce the basic idea of how our ecosystem works.

• Series dedicated to the miracles of the natural world

• Educational value – books rich in facts about the environment

• Beautiful stories about personified elements of Mother Nature

AGE: 3+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
195 x 240 MM

WRITTEN BY PAULINA PŁATKOWSKA ILLUSTRATED BY PATRYCJA GRZEŚKOWIAK
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The titular Savages are a family of seven who unexpectedly move from a cramped flat in a
crowded city to a spacious house in a quiet countryside. Mum, dad, ten-year-old Julie, six-year-
old twins Frank and Phil, four-year-old Susie and little Gabby have to adapt quickly to the new
place and new, surprising duties. The usual daily hustle and bustle, new household chores
(including for example feeding rabbits or milking a goat), making new friends and enjoying
simple countryside life turn out to be a great adventure for our Savages!

• A perfect encouragement to a close to nature lifestyle

• A warm story about daily life of a loving family

• A series to be read by the whole family

WRITTEN BY JOANNA  JAGIEŁŁO ILLUSTRATED BY KASIA NOWOWIEJSKA
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AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48/64
210 x 250 MM



Do you know all the hidden inhabitants of your town or
even of your own house? In these humorous books,
Marcin Przewoźniak invites the reader to a fantastic
journey through his half-realistic and half-fantastic
neighbourhood.

• Short and funny stories – ideal for young readers

• Fascinating combination of our well-known reality,
humour and a lot of imagination

ILLUSTRATED BY PIOTR STACHERA

WRITTEN BY MARCIN PRZEWOŹNIAK

ILLUSTRATED BY OLENA BUGRENKOVA

WRITTEN BY MARCIN PRZEWOŹNIAK

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 128
165 x 215 MM

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
245 x 290 MM
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A cat’s life is not always an easy one. Especially on THIS street. A nigh
attack of a mice army, a tiger in a basement or a neighbour desiring to
catch the cats and turn them into spring rolls… Nothing is impossible there.

Attention! This is not a fairy tale! Before you call „Here, kitty, kitty!”,
remember who you’re dealing with!

• Crazy adventures of cats

• Surprising humor and plot-twists

• Black-and-white illustrations

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 192
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY MARCIN PRZEWOŹNIAK ILLUSTRATED BY PIOTR STACHERA
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Misia, the main character of the series, is an (almost) ordinary girl who loves animals.
With the help of her dog Popik, she treats animals – big and small, domestic and wild – in
her own clinic. Misia’s clinic is nothing more than a tree house, which is why she calls this
place the Linden Vet Clinic. Her grandfather Mr Tadeusz is an educated veterinarian but it
is Misia who understands the language of animals, which makes her a unique and the best
vet!

• Stories about a young vet who helps her little patients

in a treehouse clinic

• Three different stories in each book

• Ideal for empathetic young readers and animal lovers

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
195 x 240 MM

17 TITLES
IN THE SERIES

BESTSELLING
SERIES

OVER 370,000
COPIES SOLD!

RIGHTS SOLD: CZECH, 
SLOVAK, ROMANIAN, 
RUSSIAN, GERMAN, 
BULGARIAN

WRITTEN BY ANIELA CHOLEWIŃSKA-SZKOLIK ILLUSTRATED BY AGNIESZKA FILIPOWSKA FI
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Slightly older and equally demanding readers should check out the special edition

of the series with even more stories about Misia in each book.

These captivating stories are perfect for both reading together and for first

attempts at independent reading.

• Special edition dedicated to older fans of Misia

• Bigger font encouraging children to start reading on their own

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 128
165 x 215 MM
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Check out our activity books! Become 
Misia’s assistant and help her with her 
challenging tasks. You can find stickers, 
posters and cards with the series’ 
protagonists inside.

AGE: 4+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 + STICKERS
165 x 215 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: GREEK, 
SLOVAK

MISIA’S WALL CALENDAR

• You can use it as a poster in a kid’s bedroom
• Big space for each day to manage your monthly – for those

children who love planning, as well as for those who lack the
organization skills

• A perfect way for kids to remember all important days, events and 
plans

ACTIVITY BOOKS

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK

PAGES: 24
288 x 200/400 MM
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Do you know this happy little dog? It’s Popik! This white terrier with cheerful eyes
and a black nose is the most faithful companion and the best friend of Misia, the
Animal Doctor. If you think that the life of a small dog is boring... you are terribly
mistaken! Go on amazing adventures with Popik!

• A new series – extension of The Animal Doctor

• Short stories written from the point of view of Popik – Misia’s dog

WRITTEN BY ANIELA CHOLEWIŃSKA-SZKOLIK ILLUSTRATED BY AGNIESZKA FILIPOWSKA

AGE: 4+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 + STICKERS
165 x 215 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: CZECH, 
SLOVAK
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This is a series full of magic and dance!

Thanks to her magic music box, Pola can easily travel to the most distant parts of the world.
There is so much to see in every country that she visits and there are always so many
interesting people to meet there! No wonder, this young girl is always eager to make new
friends and to get to know local wildlife and nature, together with the local culture. Pola
especially loves learning local dance forms, as she is a ballet dancer herself!

• Travelling to distant regions as the main plotline

• Extraordinary adventures in various parts of the world

• Interesting facts about cultural diversity and exotic nature

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 160
165 x 215 MM

WRITTEN BY ANIELA CHOLEWIŃSKA-SZKOLIK ILLUSTRATED BY BEATA ŻURAWSKA
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Tappi lives in a magical forest – the Whispering Forest. He is a friendly Viking, the
hero of these warm and cheerful stories.

If you are willing to visit the Whispering Forest, get to know Tappi, his exceptional
friends and their magical adventures – prepare yourself for an unforgettable journey!

Each book contains ten short stories, perfect for even the smallest children!

• Short and inspiring stories about the friendliest Viking in the world

• Ten separate stories in each book

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
195 x 240 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: RUSSIAN, 
CZECH, ESTONIAN, 
UKRAINIAN Picture books with charming illustrations

and well-known characters from the series

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
250 x 290 MM

BESTSELLING
SERIES

ALMOST 260,000
COPIES SOLD!

WRITTEN BY MARCIN MORTKA ILLUSTRATED BY MARTA KURCZEWSKA FI
C
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• Longer stories for Tappi’s older fans who can read on their own
• Black-and-white illustrations
• Stories that teach children about the value of friendship

• Pick-A-Path stories
• Empowering readers by allowing them to

actively influence the story
• Children can make decisions for Tappi and

choose the storyline of his adventures
AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 160 - 184
165 x 215 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: RUSSIAN, 
CZECH, ESTONIAN, 
UKRAINIAN

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER

PAGES: 80/88
195 x 240 MM
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Can a bedbug, who loves crime stories, become a spy and expose a gang?

Is it possible for a spider to make friends with a retired dancer and become his
student?

And what if a woodworm, who lives in the wooden stage of a theatre, found out
that he would love to be an actor?

Every insect can change its life and become a star because, as they say, even the
biggest insect was a larva once.

• Humorous stories about unusual heroes

• Hilarious illustrations accompanying the insects’ histories

• Inspiring texts building self-esteem and self-confidence of the reader

WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ ILLUSTRATED BY ROKSANA ROBOK

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 200
170 x 240 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: RUSSIAN, 
CZECH, ESTONIAN, 
UKRAINIAN
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This unique series of adventures books, with a strong
environmental theme, will draw young readers’ attention
completely. Together with the main characters – children
from a primary school – they will face important
challenges and missions to be accomplished, experience
extraordinary adventures, witness illegal business and, at
the same time, save the animals that need to be
protected. At the end of each volume the author includes
an educational section devoted to particular animal
species.

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 112
128 x 198 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN

ILLUSTRATED BY MAGDALENA STAROWICZ

WRITTEN BY MARCIN MORTKA
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Let the adventure begin!

Get ready for your trip! With this guide you will be prepared for every journey!
Packing your bag, choosing proper clothes, obeying safety rules – everything is
described there.

• A guide for beginning travelers

• Practical advice on travelling – how to enjoy a journey and be 
prepared for everything

• A perfect tool to encourage the children to observe and 
discover the world by themselves

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
195 x 240 MM

WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY MALWINA HELLICH FI
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• A new proposition for children to learn to read

• Entertaining but simple stories

• Series divided into two difficulty levels

• A glossary and reading comprehension exercises at the end of each book

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 32/48
145 x 205 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: 
UKRAINIAN
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FEARY the elf used to have a different name. A name that he does not remember
anymore. Or maybe he just doesn’t want to reveal it?

After the death of her beloved grandfather, Helen moves, with her parents and her
grandmother, to an old house. Helen is very uneasy and afraid of building new
relationships after the loss. Can an unpredicted meeting with FEARY, who is afraid of
literally everything, change it? What will become of their friendship? Will Helen be
able to start a close relationship again? And will we get to know FEARY’s real name?

• Lyrical story showing that although each of us is afraid of something,
overcoming our fears is often easier than it seems to be

• A value of close relationships is shown

• Illustrations created using a traditional technique - colored pencils

ILLUSTRATED BY IWONA KLIMASZEWSKA

WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA PRUSZKOWSKA-SOKALLA

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 128
165 x 215 MM
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A story about love between a dog and a man. Do you know
why dogs are an irreplaceable part of our lives? Why, and in
what ways, do they help us? And, most crucial, why do they
become so important to us? Read this book to find all the
answers!

• Facts about dog species, their characteristics, evolution,
capabilities, the story of their domestication etc.

• Educational values – lots of information and fun facts
• A new perspective on the relationship between a dog and

a man
• The structure of the book adjusted to children’s cognitive

skills

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 56
250 x 290 MM

WRITTEN BY DOROTA KOZIŃSKA

ILLUSTRATED BY KATARZYNA URBANIAK
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Jagoda, the heroine of adventure detective stories, is a talkative and curious school girl. Her
mysterious investigations are so gripping that you won’t put the books down! Furthermore, you
can help Jagoda and take part in solving the puzzles at the end of the book!.

• An adventure-detective book series
• Perfect for self-reading – captivating plot, a

large font and dynamic illustrations
• Bonus puzzles for the readers at the end of

each book

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 128
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY WIOLA MICHOŃSKA ILLUSTRATED BY MAGDALENA SADOWSKA
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On planet Lava, at Fiery Flame School, there is a new student. To everyone’s 
surprise, it is a lizard – Drago.
Drago’s first school days, among dragons, are tough. Furthermore, he was
selected to take part in the annual Dragon Scale Master tournament! He has
to compete with the school star – Burbot Furioso. Check out how Drago will
deal with the situation.

A new series about: 
• accepting and understanding others regardless the differences
• searching for identity 
• peer relationships

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 160
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY MARCIN MALEC ILLUSTRATED BY PIOTR STACHERA
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Agent Novel is a witty detective who often can be violent, too. He loves to engage in

every juicy case. His partner, Jessica LaFemme, is a young agent with a strong

feminist point of view. They both work for the Literary Bureau of Investigation (LBI)

and represent modern beliefs. They travel in time to the past to investigate school

books’ cases.

This time the detectives are hired by Mr Tarkowski an Mr Rawlinson to find their
kidnapped children – Staś and Nel. Suddenly, a simple searching for kids turns into an
investigation: the LBI agents find more and more evidence incriminating Staś. This
way, the readers get to know the story of Henryk Sienkiewicz’s In Desert and
Wilderness protagonists, although from a new and unusual point of view.

WRITTEN BY MARCIN PRZEWOŹNIAK ILLUSTRATED BY PAULINA BAJER

AGE: 9+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 208
128 x 198 MM
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Meet Brad Luck – the most unlucky guy in the world! The mere fact that his parents named him
like that makes him doomed to fail forever. Well, at least that is what he thinks!

Bad luck follows the main character wherever he goes – at school, at home, everywhere! That is
why this richly illustrated, humorous stories will make every young reader laugh, without fail!

• Stories with a huge dose of good humour
• Entertaining comic-like illustrations
• Plot based on teenagers’ everyday life

AGE: 9+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 192
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY KASIA KELLER ILLUSTRATED BY TOMASZ KOPKA

BESTSELLING
SERIES

ALMOST 30,000
COPIES SOLD!
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When her mum has to leave the town for some time, Nata is supposed to stay
with three nice elderly women. It’s a pity that her mum forgot to mention that
they are retired… witches! And that some powerful wizards might be interested
in Nata’s house. Magic, mysteries of the house and secrets of Nata’s own mother
will change the girl’s life and lead her to incredible discoveries about her family.

• Adventure novel with a lot of humour
• Strong young heroine
• Fantasy elements in realistic world

AGE: 9+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 192
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY ANNA ANDRUSUSZYN ILLUSTRATED BY ANETA FONTNER-DOROŻYŃSKA FI
C
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Welcome to a fantastic universe full of magic, legends and Slavic mythology! Yaga, the main
heroine of the series, will be your guide in this half-fantastic world full of thrilling adventures and
different creatures.
Yaga Chickenfoot is a young witch, a daughter of a magical creatures healer and a hut on chicken
legs breeder. Her incredible adventures start when someone raids the village and kidnaps her
parents. Now, Yaga has to save her family. Will she complete the mission?

• Addictive plot for young fantasy fans
• First volume awarded by

KRAKÓW UNESCO CITY OF LITERATURE

AGE: 9+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 192
128 x 198 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: BULGARIAN

WRITTEN BY MACIEJ ROŻEN
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Meet Jullie and Frank – sister and brother - who, during their family holidays in European
cities, discover secrets from the past. Will Jullie’s detective instinct allow them to uncover the
mystery? Children’s curiosity can lead them to incredible discoveries and adventures!
The enigmatic stories are presented from two perspectives: their participants from the past
and the children who are trying to solve the secrets now.

• New adventure series
• Dual timeline story
• Young and curious characters 

with whom readers can easily identify

AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 208
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY MAŁGORZATA KUR ILLUSTRATED BY ALBINA HORBACZEWSKA, MAŁGORZATA MASŁOWIECKA
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• Adventure novels with a detective story 
plot

• Amazing combination of action and 
history

• Each story focuses on a different country 
and its ancient legends

WRITTEN BY AGNIESZKA STELMASZYK ILLUSTRATED BY JACEK PASTERNAK, PAWEŁ ZARĘBA

AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 240 - 280
145 x 205 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: RUSSIAN, 
CZECH, LITHUANIAN, 
UKRAINIAN, AZERBAIJANI

BESTSELLING
SERIES

OVER 550,000
COPIES SOLD!
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AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 272
128 x 198 MM

Barbara is an intelligent and nice girl but she is so dominated by her parents that, in fact,
she has no time to be a child or to discover her passions. She doesn’t know who she
really is until she finds herself in a magical school, Miss Fantasy’s Academy - the place
where she gets an exceptional opportunity to shape her dreams, find her identity and to
discover the power of imagination… What will Barbara discover in
the Miss Fantasy’s Academy?

• Thought-provoking story about the power 
of imagination and the importance of our dreams

• Beautiful and inspiring illustrations
• Magical atmosphere that absorbs the reader till 

the very end of the story

ILLUSTRATED BY PAULINA NACHMAN
WRITTEN BY AGNIESZKA RAUTMAN-SZCZEPAŃSKA
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AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 200
165 x 215 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN, 
TURKISH

WRITTEN BY CEZARY HARASIMOWICZ ILLUSTRATED BY MARTA KURCZEWSKA FI
C

TI
O

N

Mister Friedman’s tenement house is gone; Alfus brothers’ carnival
costume factory is gone, too. The ghetto does not exist anymore and
neither does the Mirabelle tree. However, the memories of those times
are still alive and the trees, which silently witnessed them, keep the
stories – all the joy and happiness but also the despair and terror - that
they saw.

• An awarded, spell-binding, life inspired story by a critically acclaimed 
author, Cezary Harasimowicz

• Unique narrative from the perspective of a tree
• Exquisite illustrations by Marta Kurczewska



Four girls, four stories, one common
passion – ballet dance.
During a dancing camp one of the
girls disappears. Nobody knows
what happened – whether she ran
away, was kidnapped or maybe
committed a suicide… This multi-
layered story explores various topics
such as self-discovery, sexual
harassment, alcohol
addiction and meaning of a true
friendship. Written by a critically
acclaimed, IBBY awarded author.

A powerful novel with LGBT
representation about a toxic
relationship and a desire to be
accepted. Maggie has been in an
extremely toxic relationship with
Dominic who is significantly older
than her. Adam lives in a small
town. One day he is severely
beaten. He has to move to a better
place - a bigger city where people
are expected to be more tolerant.
These two teenagers, hurt by life,
meet in one class…

AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 352
128 x 198 MM

AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 448
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY JOANNA JAGIEŁŁO WRITTEN BY JOANNA JAGIEŁŁO
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Six female writers present inspiring and moving
stories about teenage girls and young women who
have one thing in common – their inner strength. It
allows them to overcome different difficulties and
life
challenges. These short stories approach a whole
variety of topics including toxic relationships,
disabilities, diseases or fighting against the system.
Thanks to this diversity, the book presents the
woman’s strength in a non-obvious and multi
perspective way.

Inspiring stories about women – from women and
for women

AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 240
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY VARIOUS AUTHORS
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AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 368
128 x 198 MM

It is believed that a true love can overcome every obstacle and difference,
even the difference of age - an entire century…
Amanda is a contemporary student. Henry is a time traveler. He comes
from the beginning of the previous century. Do their feelings have any
chance to survive? This romantic and heartwarming YA novel tells the
story of two people who love each other so much that they decide to fight
for their love, even against the time.

WRITTEN BY AGNIESZKA RUSIN
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Marlene, a high school girl, is shy and sensitive. At school , she is bullied and mocked.
Furthermore, her mother is a perfectionist who wants Marlene to get only good marks, even
in Math, which is problematic for the young girl. Tom, Marlene’s older brother, is always there
for her but now he has left Poland for a foreign scholarship and they only talk online.

Marlene wants to be accepted, attractive and loved. At some point, she notices that
controlling her weight is the only thing she is good at. She falls into a trap of eating disorder:
lies, punishing herself for eating more than her limits of calories, running obsession and
sneaking out at night. Besides, there are also good things that happen – she meets Miśka with
whom she becomes best friends. Then, Marlene meets Hubert who seems to be so different
from her and , at the same time, so attractive. ..

• A story about having one’s demons
• A bitter-sweet story about love and friendship – what a huge impact those emotions can

have on our lives and how difficult it is to believe in them.

WRITTEN BY JUSTYNA LEŚNIEWICZ

AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 304
128 x 198 MM
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AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 368
128 x 198 MM
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Lara meets Ariel at school. It is hard to establish a closer
relationship with him – he seems to be a bit eccentric…
What secrets does he hide? No wonder, Lara is not satisfied
when she has to choose a present for him for a class
Christmas meeting. But maybe this would be her chance to
get to know the mysterious boy… This romantic story will
surely bring a lot of warmth into the cold winter days!

WRITTEN BY JUSTYNA LEŚNIEWICZ



Eric and Kaya – do opposites really attract?

The boy, who is smart and clever, can throw teachers out of balance. His rich
parents are not for him when he needs them. His passions are playing the guitar
and being a lead singer in a high school rock band Wings.
Kaya, shy and quiet, was raised by her older sister. Both has spent their entire
childhood in an orphanage. She secretly writes poems and texts for her blog.

A head teacher asks Wings to perform at Christmas Talent Contest but the only
condition is to play their own song. Eric, to find an inspiration, accidentally finds
Angel Wings blog. He loves the poems and is fascinated by their mysterious
author…

• Two contrary characters
• Double perspective story
• A non-fiction Christmas story
• Modern teenagers’ issues: music, high school problems, teenage relationships

AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 352
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY ANNA PUROWSKA
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A story of Susan, Kaya’s older sister. One day, at the restaurant where she works,
she meets Arthur. At first, Sue rejects his attempts but later on she gives him a
chance. When Arthur invites Sue on another dates, she feels tired and
overwhelmed…
In the meantime, Nico thirsts over Sue. The boy is younger and he is Kaya’s
classmate that’s why Susan sees him as a friend.

Will Kaya see that true love can’t be tricked? Will Nico find the courage to fight for
his feelings?

• A continuation of Angel Wings
• Romantic story
• Valentine’s Day themes
• Different types of characters

AGE: 15+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 352
128 x 198 MM

WRITTEN BY ANNA PUROWSKA
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AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 56
250 x 290 MM

Darwin’s greatest discoveries began with his sea journey around the world. Are
you ready to start your own journey through the world of science and check
where it will end? This extraordinary book is divided into chapters-expeditions in
which you will visit various eras and distant corners of the world. During each
trip the author will show you the mechanisms of evolution using specific
examples. Of course, you will also visit the famous ship, on which Darwin
travelled, and explore the sources of his groundbreaking ideas.

• The author of the book is an archaeologist, she also conducts paleontology 
classes with children

• Original form of chapters-expeditions
• Evolution mechanisms explained using specific examples
• Additional information included on illustrations and in tables

WRITTEN BY MONIKA RADZIKOWSKA ILLUSTRATED BY KATARZYNA URBANIAK
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AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 64
250 x 290 MM

AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 64
250 x 290 MM

AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 64
250 x 290 MM

AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
250 x 290 MM

ILLUSTRATED BY MAGDALENA FIRYDUS
WRITTEN BY PRZEMYSŁAW RUDŹ

ILLUSTRATED BY JUSTYNA 
HOŁUBOWSKA-CHRZĄSZCZAK

WRITTEN BY MARCIN KOSTRZYŃSKI

ILLUSTRATED BY NATALIA BERLIK
WRITTEN BY MARCIN KOSTRZYŃSKI

ILLUSTRATED BY JUSTYNA
HOŁUBOWSKA-CHRZĄSZCZAK

WRITTEN BY RAFAŁ JANKOWSKI

• Richly illustrated, full of valuable knowledge, non-fiction books
• Falling in love with nature’s beauty just through reading
• Surprising, overwhelming, breath-taking – check how many inspiring faces the nature has
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LOOK UP TO THE SKY THE BALTIC SEA THE ANIMAL GOSSIPS THE FOREST



AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 64
250 x 290 MM

Do you know who was the first man who dared to question the fact that the
Sun goes around the Earth? Meet Nicolaus Copernicus, one of the greatest
astronomers in the world history, who falsified this popularly acknowledged
theory!
If you are curious of his extraordinary achievements, Marcin Przewoźniak’s
book will answer all your questions. Its text and illustrations reflect the
atmosphere of Copernicus’s era and gives an insight into the inspiring
biography and daily life of this great man.

• A non-fiction book about one of the greatest astronomers in history
• Written in an engaging and humorous way
• A lot of illustrations completing the text

WRITTEN BY MARCIN PRZEWOŹNIAK

GENIUS THAT STOPPED THE SUN
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AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 64
250 x 290 MM

Who is an inventor? What is the difference between the inventor and a
discoverer? Who invented the wheel, the brick, the sail, the lightbulb or the
paddle? And what about the first steam engine, airship and submarine?
Learn about them all (and many more) to see how the inventors shaped our
civilization!

• A non-fiction book about the greatest inventors of all time and their
inventions that have changed our world

• Plenty of facts that will satisfy your thirst for knowledge
• Detailed illustrations and infographics

RIGHTS SOLD: CZECH

WRITTEN BY MARCIN PRZEWOŹNIAK ILLUSTRATED BY KAMIL PRUSZYŃSKI N
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AGE: 9+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
250 x 290 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: UKRAINIAN

On Friday the 13th some of us don’t even get out of bed. Some people see
spiders as enormous creatures that are just waiting to bite them. And others start
shivering just at a thought of a messy room! Why are we sometimes afraid of
those things? Where do such fears come from? And what is the difference
between a fear and a phobia? Look for the answers in this unique encyclopedia of
phobias!

• An illustrated non-fiction book about the strangest phobias in the world
• It describes where phobias come from and why some people experience them
• It helps to accept other people’s boundaries and to understand your own fears

WRITTEN BY MARCIN PRZEWOŹNIAK ILLUSTRATED BY ARTUR GULEWICZ
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It’s not easy to be a growing up girl. You enter the world of
complicated relations, new intense emotions and, as if it wasn’t
enough, your body starts to change! It might be however much
easier if you have some guidance in this challenging time. This two-
part series will provide you with all the information and practical
advice that you might need, covering various topics: from body
changes and first period, through school, free time and fashion to
relationships with your family and friends.

• Two exceptional guidebooks for girls entering puberty written by
women sharing their own experience and knowledge

• First part written in a form of a handbook covering the most
crucial topics that teenage girls should be introduced to

• Second part - in a Q&A form - provides answers to all questions
that teenage girls might be too shy to ask

ILLUSTRATED BY KATARZYNA OLBROMSKA
WRITTEN BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

AGE: 9+
FLEXI-BINDING
PAGES: 224/256
165 x 235 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: CZECH
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AGE: 9+
FLEXI-BINDING
PAGES: 128
145 x 205 MM

AGE: 9+
FLEXI-BINDING
PAGES: 112
145 x 205 MM

#self-care
A new series aiming at teenage girls but containing also the issues that teenage boys can struggle with. Each book touches different 

sphere of an adolescent life – body and emotions- allowing the reader to focus on specific topics. 

All About Adolescence

• What the adolescence is and what it is characterized by
• In what way and why our body changes. All about

hormones and physiology. The anatomy of reproductive
organs and breasts

• Boys also change – briefly on what happens with teenage
boys’ bodies

• How can you prepare for and manage skin conditions

Teenage Well-Being

• Coping with strong emotions
• How to be supportive of others
• Self-acceptance, especially when going through

teenage body changes
• Family and friends relationships
• Social pressure
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AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
195 x 240 MM

Get ready for Christmas with the Knotty Family!

This Advent calendar contains not only 24 propositions for pre-Christmas
activities and ways to spend valuable family time but also descriptions of
Christmas preparations in the Knotty Family – known from a beloved children
book series! Now, all young readers can prepare their own Christmas with
their favourite characters.

• An advent calendar form
• Original projects and pre-Christmas activities
• Short stories about Christmas preparations in the Knotty Family

WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ ILLUSTRATED BY AGATA ŁUKSZA
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A Christmas story that is split in 24 episodes to give it a form of an advent
calendar.
Spikey is a little hedgehog who is going to have his first Christmas this year.
The thing is he does not know anything about it. What should he do? How
should he prepare? His forest friends come to help.
Spikey’s adventures give the readers ideas of spending quality family time
during December days, waiting for Christmas.

• A unique advent calendar – 24 stories, one for each December day
• Plenty ideas for Christmas activities for the whole family
• Cheerful and easy to read
• Warm, delightful illustrations

WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA PRUSZKOWSKA-SOKALLA ILLUSTRATED BY AGNIESZKA ANTONIEWICZ

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
245 x 290 MM
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A richly illustrated book that shows the children how Christmas is celebrated around
the world – special preparations, snow (Is there snow everywhere in December?),
what the magic of Christmas is. Why do all people, in general, love Christmas and
cannot wait for this wonderful time of the year?
The book consists of illustrated short stories. They help children to skim-read, find
the fun facts and to start reading on their own.
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AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
210 x 250 MM
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Basia and Bartek, a sister and brother, meet their new neighbour - Mr.
Poem. They are fascinated by him thanks to his unusual habit – he rhymes
when he speaks! The children and the man are spending the advent time
together. Mr. Poem is going to tell them all about Christmas traditions and
facts.

• the book consists of 24 stories – an advent calendar form
• Besides the proper text of the book, the readers can find short poems

and activities – word puzzles – to solve while waiting for Christmas

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 48
215 x 250 MM

WRITTEN BY ELŻBIETA AND WITOLD SZWAJKOWSCY ILLUSTRATED BY SVIATLANA SHKIL



AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
240 x 205 MM

A Christmas book that additionally contains counting-out rhymes
and searching-out tasks. A rhyming text describing each of the
Santa’s reindeers, together with the Santa’s own conclusions, will
brighten children’s days when they eagerly wait for Christmas.

• Beautiful illustrations, stimulating the reader’s imagination
• Fun activities – searching-out, finding the picture, counting-out
• Cheerful rhyming text

WRITTEN BY MARIA KASPRZAK ILLUSTRATED BY PATRYCJA FABICKA
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AGE: 4+
PADDED COVER
PAGES: 80
210 x 250 MM

Six different stories about elves living in Santa’s Fairyland. They can be
read one by one or independently. They are perfect for a bedtime
reading - each story lasts for about 10 minutes. The texts can be used
as waiting for Christmas – you read one story each day right before the
Christmas Eve.

• Can be used as bedtime stories
• Big font
• A good idea for a Christmas present
• 6 independent stories showing children how to recognize and

nurture one’s talents, overcome their fears and be kind and friendly

WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ ILLUSTRATED BY MARTA KOSHULINSKA
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The little Nutcracker is definitely the most magical Christmas gift that Clara has
ever got. When he appears in her house, strange things begin to happen. Starting
from a battle between mice and toy soldiers… What else will happen?
This classical story, loved and remembered by many generations, is now
presented in a picture book form for younger readers. Simplified text and
inspiring illustrations are sure to grab their attention and stimulate their
imagination.

• New adaptation of the well-known and beloved story by E.T.A. Hoffmann
• Original story in simplified version for younger children
• Eye-catching illustrations reflecting the story’s magical ambiance

WRITTEN BY PAULINA PŁATKOWSKA ILLUSTRATED BY MARTA KOSHULINSKA

AGE: 4+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
245 x 290 MM
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The countdown to Christmas has begun! Get ready for this amazing time and bring the Christmas
atmosphere into your house with this magical
24-chapter book!
Christmas preparations are already in progress in Santa’s village. Everyone is busy receiving letters, making 
toys, wrapping the gifts, preparing the sleigh...
But one night the village has some unexpected visitors that can ruin all those efforts…
Will Christmas be saved?

• Three cover projects available
• 24-chapter book ideal for all those who can’t wait for Christmas

WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA WIERZBICKA ILLUSTRATED BY ULYANA NIKITINA

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 192
170 x 240 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: 
UKRAINIAN
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This book reveals all the tricks and secrets of Santa!
How does he read millions of letters in a few weeks? Where does he keep all the
presents before distributing them? How does he manage to go through a narrow
chimney? Look for the answers to those and many more questions in this unique know-
how book about the Santa Claus!

• All secrets of Santa Claus in one book
• In-depth explanations of Santa’s working methods 

for inquisitive young readers
• Detailed illustrations that offer further insight into Santa’s 

work
• Two cover projects available

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 32
245 x 290 MM

WRITTEN BY FILIP POKRZYWNIAK ILLUSTRATED BY PRZEMYSŁAW SZUKAJ
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AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 128
165 x 215 MM

A funny comedy about crazy Christmas adventures!

Teddy Santa is a son of a well known toy manufacturer –
Nicholas Santa. Teddy, together with his family, lives in
an old house on the hill. The boy has his head in the
clouds since he can remember. Everything was falling
out from his hands, stepping into a muddy puddle (or,
even worse, into a dog’s poop!) was not a surprise for
him. He was blamed (not without reason) for every
small incident.

One day, Teddy finds out that his dad is the Santa Claus!
For many years he delivers presents to the children from
all around the world. But this year something terrible
happens – right before the Christmas Eve, dad cannot
see through his snowy glasses that give him his magical
powers. It is Teddy who is supposed to save Christmas
and deliver all the presents. How will he manage?

WRITTEN BY MARCIN MALEC

ILLUSTRATED BY ANETA FONTNER-DOROŻYŃSKA
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A little boy called Richard meets Mr Joseph during a pre-Christmas visit in a
retirement home. The elderly man shows his young friend an unusual Christmas
tree that has a power of evoking memories. While the man shares his story with
the boy, they both time travel to a winter world in the past to discover the
essence of Christmas…

• A warm and emotional story
• 24-chapter book – an advent calendar form

WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA PRUSZKOWSKA-SOKALLA ILLUSTRATED BY AGNIESZKA POTOCKA

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 208
170 x 240 MM
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Do you believe in miracles?

Marcel is sad after his mother’s death. It is for his sister’s sake that he decides to
organize proper Christmas also this year, just like they used to do before. Will he
be able to believe in Christmas magic once again? This warm and moving story,
though it begins with an overwhelming sadness, shows a beautiful path towards
love and hope that has a power of changing hearts and the world.

• A story that helps to believe in power of Christmas magic
• Inspiring example of family love and of regaining hope that was lost

WRITTEN BY JOANNA JAGIEŁŁO ILLUSTRATED BY JOANNA KOLIBAJ

AGE: 6+
HARDCOVER
PAGES: 128
165 x 215 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: 
UKRAINIAN
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HOW SANTA LOST HIS BEARD
WRITTEN BY AGATA WIDZOWSKA
ILLUSTRATED BY AGNIESZKA MATZ

Santa is not himself without his beard. Unfortunately,
one day he loses it! How could it happen? And more
importantly – will he find it before Christmas?

AGE: 1+ HARDCOVER PAGES: 32 245 x 290 MM

DINOSAURS SAVE THE CHRISTMAS
WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA PRUSZKOWSKA-SOKALLA
ILLUSTRATED BY ZUZANNA PACHOLSKA

Who has never experienced the chaos of 
Christmas preparations?
The Dinosaur Valley knows it as well!

AGE: 4+ HARDCOVER PAGES: 32 245 x 290 MM

JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS
WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ
ILLUSTRATED BY MARTA KOSHULINSKA

Check how does the Christmas 
preparations look
like in the Santa’s village!

AGE: 4+    PADDED COVER PAGES: 48 195 x 240 MM
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CHRISTMAS! DO NOT DISTURB!
WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ
ILLUSTRATED BY BEATA ŻURAWSKA

Meet a little mouse who will help
in the Christmas preparations!

AGE: 4+ HARDCOVER PAGES: 32 250 x 290 MM

ELVES TO THE RESCUE!
WRITTEN BY BARBARA SUPEŁ
ILLUSTRATED BY DORINA AUKSZTULEWICZ

When reindeers catch a cold, elves have to find 
an alternative transport for the presents!

AGE: 4+ HARDCOVER PAGES: 32 250 x 290 MM

ADVENT CALENDAR

WRITTEN BY VARIOUS AUTHORS
ILLUSTRATED BY KATARZYNA URBANIAK

Prepare your Christmas in eco-style
with 24 step-by-step projects.

AGE: 6+    PAPERBACK PAGES: 80 210 x 250 MM
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A new Montessori series that help children with exploring the world.
The books support a comprehensive development of a child, together
with his emotional growth. Texts have an educational value: children
learn about animals, pieces of clothing, colours, shapes, thanks to
which they become more independent.

• The books expand children’s vocabulary
• They teach about the world around, how to perform

various activities independently, how to recognize
one’s emotions

• Simple text and realistic illustrations
• Developing manual skills
• Extra activities inside: physical response,

tracing the picture, pointing at

WRITTEN BY IZABELA MICHTA ILLUSTRATED BY KATARZYNA ZIELIŃSKA

AGE: 1+
BOARDBOOK
PAGES: 10
190 x 190 MM
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A new book series for children written using the methodology of Maria Montessori.
Each book raises awareness among the readers of the changes in the surrounding world. The
reader pays attention to the nature and the closeness of relationships. The texts help the kids to
improve their social skills, as well as their emotional development. At the end of each book, there
are questions and fun facts which help with the assimilation of all information included and also
they encourage young readers to explore the world.

• Good proposition to start self-reading
• Stories in which the children dealing with their emotions
• Written using Montessori methodology
• The author is an experienced preschool teacher who knows perfectly children issues
• Positive opinion of a Montessori specialist
• Fun facts and activities added

WRITTEN BY KATARZYNA WIERZBICKA ILLUSTRATED BY PAULINA KMAK

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 48
145 x 205 MM



AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 + CUT-OUT PAGES 
+ STICKERS
200 x 288 MM

WRITTEN BY ZUZANNA OSUCHOWSKA ILLUSTRATED BY MARCELINA GRADOWSKA
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This Montessori series expand children’s knowledge using various cut-out activities and 
stickers. Texts were formulated on the basis of an experienced teacher. A vide range of 
tasks attracts kids and also helps them to develop their motor skills, train their patience 
and persistence.  
The readers become the books’ co-creators by solving all tasks! 

• Cut-out pages and stickers in each book
• Approved by Montessori teachers
• Expanding the knowledge through manual 

activities and fun
• The series creates a perfect occasion to 

make conversations with children 
on the given topic, their involvement 
and effects of their work
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An activity books series dedicated to pre-school children. Each book contains a variety of exercises, divided into thematic blocks,
that are meant to support children’s perceptive, manual and logical skills. The exercises are based on many years of author’s
experience in working with children.

• Montessori methodology applied
• Activities adapted to the child’s age
• Primers and activity books for each

age category: from age 2 to 5

AGE: 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 - 32
200 x 288 MM

WRITTEN BY ZUZANNA OSUCHOWSKA ILLUSTRATED BY MARCELINA GRADOWSKA



ECO-FUN WITH STICKERS
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• Eco theme
• Beautiful illustrations
• A large dose of knowledge about nature
• Fun activities with stickers

AGE: 4+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 + STICKERS
200 x 288 MM

STEP-BY-STEP DRAWING

AGE: 4+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 32 + STICKERS
210 x 250 MM

AGE: 6+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 + STICKERS
200 x 288 MM

RIGHTS SOLD: 
CZECH

DON’T WASTE – RESPECT
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GOODBYE BOREDOM

• Creative activities
• Developing children’s vocabulary
• Learning through fun!

AGE: 4+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 + STICKERS
200 x 288 MM

CUTTING-OUT ACTIVITIES

AGE: 4+
PAPERBACK
PAGES: 24 
200 x 288 MM

• Supporting children’s manual skills –
cut-out and stick

• Nice, colourful illustrations
• Thicker pages perfect for stickers




